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Abstract—In the aftermath of a natural or industrial disaster,
locating individuals is crucial. However, disasters can cause
extensive damage to the network infrastructures and a gener-
alized loss of communication among survivors. In this article, we
present a network support solution that provides a post-disaster
geolocation-collecting service that relies on inter mobile device
connections. On top of this dynamically built network, survivors’
mobile devices exchange information about geolocation of others
they have encountered. Such information is routed towards pre-
defined data collection centers using either the DTN Epidemic or
Spray and Wait DTN protocol. Experiments were conducted on
the ONE simulator and performance evaluation results confirm
the effectiveness of our proposal.

Index Terms—geolocation, DTN, early post-disaster manage-
ment, mobile devices

I. INTRODUCTION

After a natural or human-made disaster, regular communi-
cation infrastructure is often damaged and/or overloaded by
witnesses, survivors, or their relatives who keep repeatedly
trying to get information about the current situation, in order to
help or simply to reassure themselves. Yet global information
assessment is a crucial issue for rescuers. Thus, establishing,
as soon as possible, a dedicated communication network, until
the regular network works normally, remains a top priority
and a great challenge [1]. Ideally, such a communication
network should also provide support for real-time mapping
of the disaster area, danger zones and resources, as well as
geolocation information of victims and survivors. In other
words, the support must help to assess and deal with the
emergency situation, mapping accident areas, locating users,
warning users about the accidents, and maintaining contact
between survivors, rescue teams, and emergency operation
centers.

Many existing solutions deploy emergency network infras-
tructures (e.g. mobile cell sites, balloons, etc.). However, these
solutions are often expensive, can take several hours after the
disaster to be operational, depend on dedicated equipments, or
are frequently restricted to rescue teams.

Hence, considering the above constraints, a feasible, rela-
tively cheap, and easily available solution would be to build an
ad-hoc network composed of people’s (victims and survivors)
mobile devices, i.e., to exploit existing mobile devices without

counting on additional dedicated network infrastructure. Since
users’ mobile devices usually have wireless interfaces (Wi-Fi
and/or BlueTooth), it would be possible to establish, maybe
intermittently, ad-hoc communication links between mobile
nodes, similarly to MANET (mobile ad-hoc network) or DTN
(disrupted-tolerant network).

In this paper, we present a post-disaster network support
solution that exploits such an ad-hoc dynamically built com-
munication approach, requiring a minimum of fixed support.
We consider that dedicated software for disaster situations
runs on peoples’ mobile devices as well as the existence
of well-known places, denoted convergence points CPs (e.g.,
hospitals, railway stations, schools, etc.). Some of these CPs
are also collecting data centers, denoted hotspots. The latter are
endowed with processing and storage resources. Seeking to be
in safe area when a disaster takes place, people move towards
one of the CPs, establishing the ad-hoc communication links
between his/her mobile device and those of the persons he/she
crosses along the path to the CP. Furthermore, whenever a
communication link exists between two persons’ devices, they
can exchange information about geolocation of other persons
they have met. Therefore, users mobility contributes to both
build an ad-hoc network and propagate information about users
location. Through such a network, users can also be informed
about accidents which might help them to find a better path
to the most convenient CP.

Since a network composed of persons’ mobile devices
is intermittently connected, i.e. connections between them
and the hotspots are built over time, similarly to DTNs, we
applied (and adapted) two well-known DTN routing protocols,
Epidemic [2] and Spray and Wait [3], for routing geolocation
data towards the hotspots. Based on such disaster context, we
also propose a mobility model, denoted Danger Movement.
Extensive experiments were conducted with both protocols on
Danger Movement, varying different parameters, on top of the
ONE1 simulator [4]. Performance evaluation results confirm
the effectiveness and feasibility of our approach.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a brief
background about DTNs and the protocols Epidemic and Spray
and Wait. In Section III, we summarizes some existing related
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work. Our solution is described in Section IV which also
includes the description of the Danger Movement. Section V
presents and discuss some evaluation performance results with
both protocols. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and
gives some directions for future work.

II. DISRUPTION-TOLERANT NETWORKING

Base radio stations are statically placed aiming at offer-
ing network coverage to users. However, if they have been
damaged by a disaster or the latter caused a power failure,
their re-establishment or the deployment of mobile cell sites
to complete or replace the failing infrastructure can take from
hours to several days, wasting valuable time for victims and
rescuers. Thus, autonomous and fast operational solutions
to offer some communication support in the first moments
of a disaster are crucial in such a context. To this end,
disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) technology has been
largely considered for post-disaster communications.

A disruption-tolerant network (DTN) is an opportunistic
network where each node acts as a router for the network
packets. Nodes can be pedestrians’ mobile devices, on-board
vehicle specialized devices, fixed relays, etc. In [5], the authors
present a classification of these types of nodes, their mobility
patterns, and communication abilities (terminals, stationary
relays, dedicated fixed or mobile routing facilities, etc.) from
the perspective of post-disaster communication and coverage.

Devices like mobile cell stations, satellite relays, etc. can be
components of a DTN. However, the main purpose of DTNs
is to exploit non specialized, not expensive devices, usually
with limited resources, but which are fast deployed and, thus,
very suitable for disaster context.

DTN routing: Many protocols have been developed for DTNs
and evaluated on different network architectures. “Simple”
protocols like First Contact, Epidemic, or Spray and Wait
do not rely on any assumption or network structure measures
for their routing rules. They are often used as references in
comparative studies, regardless of the study context.

Epidemic [2] is one of the most simple DTN routing proto-
cols: whenever two nodes meet, they compare their respective
sent and received message histories and exchange their “new”
messages. The advantage of the Epidemic protocol is its high
delivery probability. On the other hand, it consumes a lot of
storage, power, and bandwidth resources. To circumvent such
a problem, a FIFO policy is usually used to discard messages
when the node’s storage buffer is full. Hence, dissemination is
limited by both bandwidth and storage and, in the long term,
by available remaining energy.

Spray and Wait (SnW) [3] is a simple trade-off be-
tween replication-based routing protocols, like Epidemic, and
forward-based routing ones. The source of a message repli-
cates it in L copies. The latter are firstly disseminated to
L − 1 other nodes. This spray phase accepts some variants.
For instance, in Binary SnW, any node that has n > 1
message copies (source or relay), and encounters a second
node (with no copies), gives to it
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⌋
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⌈
n
2

⌉
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itself. Binary SnW has a lower delivery delay than the original
Spray and Wait. Whenever a node has only one copy left, it
switches to wait phase: it stores the message until it crosses
the destination node to directly transmit the message. In other
words, the Spray and Wait protocol manages the number of
copies messages in the spray phase and uses Direct Delivery
in the wait phase. As a result, the protocol presents fewer
message transmissions than the Epidemic protocol.

Other protocols more “complex” than the previous ones,
such as Spray and Focus [6], PRoPHET [7], MaxProp [8], rely
on history of nodes’ crossing or specific characteristics of a
mobility model (Time To Return ) which predicts future nodes
meeting probabilities. These protocols assume a somewhat
redundant contact approach. In particular, a node S can
efficiently route a message to a node D if and only if S
knows D, i.e., if a packet (whichever it is a data or protocol
packet) already followed a path from D to S, provided that this
path still exists or at least part of it. However, these protocols
perform at best as efficiently as the “simple” ones when
this condition is not met. As we shall see later, geolocation
messages of our protocols mainly follow such unknown paths.

We should also point out that DTN protocols are usually
evaluated and compared under various scenarios and/or large
randomly-generated data transfers. On the contrary, our sce-
narios rely on small geolocation messages, whose generation
depends on each specific scenario.

III. RELATED WORK

In the context of disasters, we summarize in this section
some existing solutions that provide support for diffusion of
information and/or communication coverage as well as some
mobility models proposed in some works.

A. Existing Solution for Support

Rescue workers typically use a dedicated trunked net-
work infrastructure, based on a specific protocol like P25 or
TETRA [9]. These protocols provide support for encrypted
voice and data transmission throughout a fixed mesh in-
frastructure, or using direct (point-to-point) communications.
However, these networks are restricted to licensed profession-
als, and their design would not scale to a large use. Further-
more, P25 and TETRA do not provide multi-hop routing when
using point-to-point communications, thus preventing their use
for data collection without a resilient infrastructure.

Some hardware solutions have also been proposed with the
goal of temporarily replacing or restoring part of the damaged
infrastructure, In this case, mobile cell sites (e.g.,“Cell On
Wheels”, “Cell On Truck”, etc.), can be deployed to address
emergencies and usually connected through wired connections,
parabolic antennas, a satellite network, or a network of helium-
inflated balloons, as proposed by the Loon project [10] for
restoring access to the internet. Nevertheless, these solutions
remain expensive — tens of thousands of dollars per cell — and
their post-disaster deployment requires time.

In recent years, different disasters led to the emergence
of many projects whose goal is to inform people about



the disaster and to include them in the situation assessment
process. For instance, after the earthquake in Japan in 2011,
more than 150 applications were developed [11] to face the
disaster consequences. Most of these applications rely on
crowdsourcing, offering information about the current situa-
tion, risks, needs, resources, people locations, etc. to victims,
rescuers, and/or authorities. Ushahidi [12], Sahana Eden [13],
Google Crisis Response [14], UbAlert Disaster Alert Network
[15] or People Locator [16] are examples of projects that
make available collaborative maps on top of which the above
information can be added. These applications consist of web
sites or mobile applications. Even if some of them exploit
alternative communications channels, like Ushahidi, which is
able to collect information by SMS/MMS, they all rely on
regular infrastructures as communication support.

Aiming at tolerating network failures and disruption, some
other projects provide solutions that decentralize communica-
tion. Twimight [17] (“Twitter in disaster mode”), is a Twitter
client that can work without internet connection, exchanging
tweets in an opportunistic way between terminals. Firechat
[18] is a messaging application that can communicate with or
without internet connection: Wi-Fi and BlueTooth interfaces
are responsible for building a mesh network where each
message can be stored, carried and forwarded on any available
link. The Serval project [19] developed a yet experimental
messaging application that can transmit all sorts of data
(messages, maps, voice, pictures, etc.) over an ad-hoc mesh
network. These projects are not specially tailored to tackle with
disaster situations but they are general solutions for regions or
situations where network coverage is not working properly.

B. Mobility Models

The use of MANET or DTN to deal with a crisis situation
has already been proposed [20], [21]. Several studies have
compared known protocols in a crisis scenario [5], [22]–[26],
or the in everyday life [7], [27], [28]), and have shown the
impact of mobility on system performance.

Despite its lack of realism [29], RWP is often used for
simple [26] or non-crisis-specific [30] evaluations or even as a
reference or a sub-model of a more specific model. In [5], the
authors compare a set of DTN routing protocols in the scenario
of Uttarakhand floods (India, 2013, 4 days of intense rainfall,
4200 affected villages, 5700 deaths). The impact of RWP,
Map Based [4], Cluster Movement and Post Disaster Mobility
(PDM) [31] mobility models is evaluated on top of the ONE
simulator. Among those, the last two ones also use RWP
and Map Based as sub-models. For instance, PDM assigns
different roles to nodes, with different mobility patterns: patrol,
exploration, round-trip. Some of these patterns are based on
RWP. PDM is also used in the experiment scenario in [32],
which addresses mobility prediction in a crisis situation.

The Disaster Area (DA) model is used in [25] and [33]
to evaluate DTN routing or broadcast protocols. The DA
model introduces the concept of zones which are deployed by
rescuers. Pedestrians follow a zone-restrained RWP mobility

model with obstacles, whereas vehicles go back and forth
between two zones.

There exist several other models in the literature which
were conceived for disaster situations such as CORPS [34],
Dispatched Ambulance [35], Reference Point Group Mo-
bility (RPGM) [36], Human Behaviour for Disaster Areas
(HBDA) [37], etc. However, all these models focus on rescue
teams mobility, neglecting the movement of other people
present in the disaster scenario [38]. In other words, victims
and survivors are poorly represented, if not simply ignored, or
follow a simplistic generic model (e.g., RWP or similar).

IV. OUR PROPOSED POST-DISASTER SYSTEM

In this section, we present our post-disaster system that aims
at gathering geolocation and mapping information in collecting
centers (hotspots) as well as informing users about accident
locations. Moving to convergence points CPs, which can also
be a hotspot, persons’ mobile devices that get into contact
with others, exchange information about geolocation of other
persons they have met. Users mobility contributes then to both
build a connected network and propagate information.

Our solution is deployed as a specific application, installed
on people’s mobile devices beforehand. We denote holder a
person that holds a mobile device running this application and
is within the disaster area. Note that a holder can be also a
motionless victim, such as injured or dead victims as well as
active dropped mobile devices.

Our goal is to provide a post-disaster geolocation system
with the following features:

• Public availability: the network built by holders’ devices
must be available and usable by everyone that has a
mobile device (smartphones, tablets, etc.).

• Fast operational capacity / ad hoc routing: exploiting
the holders’ mobile devices, the network must be fully
operational without considering, except hotspots, any ad-
ditional fixed support. In other words, no specific devices
and support should be used for routing messages, which
would, then, require the assumption that holders’ devices
handle them.

• Collection of data: data should be routed to central points
(hotspots).

• Freshness of information: collected data mainly consist
of geolocation of persons’ mobile devices in the area.
However, only recent information about their respective
location should be considered, which means that those
messages with old information must be discarded.

• Informing users about accident locations: holders should,
as much as possible, be informed about where there are
accidents in order to allow them to change their path and
circumvent risking zones.

In the following, we firstly describe the environment and
assumptions that we consider for our system. Then, since the
majority of existing mobility models of the literature concern
rescue teams (see Section III), we propose a new mobility
model, denoted Danger Movement, that takes into account the
considered environment and the movement of persons towards



CPs. Finally, in this context, we propose to use (and adapt)
both Epidemic and Binary Spray and Wait DTN protocols in
order to route persons information to hotspots and disseminate
accidents geolocation information.

A. Environment and Assumptions

We consider that there exist fixed places, denoted conver-
gence points CPs, like hospitals, railway stations, schools, etc.,
which are known by all people and towards which they move
when a disaster takes place. By default, every user chooses
the closest CP in relation to his/her position when aware of
the disaster. Nonetheless, a person can choose (with a certain
probability) to reach another one, randomly chosen. Such an
option improves the realism of the model, enriching it with
“human” behaviors as, for example, parents fetching their
children from school (a CP) instead of directly reaching the
nearest rescue center.

Holders trying to reach a CP can be blocked by accidents.
An accident is an event that permanently blocks an intersection
of roads. Accidents are triggered on randomly chosen intersec-
tions following an exponential law with a chosen mean time
between two accidents (MTBA).

Some CPs are endowed with storage, processing, and en-
ergy resources which render them collecting centers, denoted
hotspots. The latter are interconnected by long-range resilient
wireless links (laser, parabolic antenna, satellite, etc.). Period-
ically, hotspots synchronize themselves, exchanging collected
data. Notice that this resilient communication infrastructure is
not contradictory with our aim of providing a post-disaster
solution which does not rely on a dedicated infrastructure. In
our case, the latter is only used for synchronization between
hotspots and not for connecting people or routing geolocation
information to hotspots. If such a hotspot synchronization does
not take place, the system still works with each hotspot having
a partial view of people geolocations.

We also assume that both holder’s devices and hotspots have
Wi-Fi and/or Bluetooth wireless interfaces, which are widely
available among the devices of holders nowadays. While, Wi-
Fi benefits from better signal ranges than BlueTooth, Blue-
Tooth consumes significantly less energy than Wi-Fi. Each
of these interfaces runs a DTN router. We consider that a
unique constant identifier (e.g., phone number) is assigned to
each holder’s device which is also equipped with a global
positioning system (GPS).

B. Mobility Model: Danger Movement

Danger Movement is a map-based mobility model which
takes into account the context described in the previous
section. Basically, it characterizes the movements of survivors
who move towards CPs, exchanging information about peo-
ple and accident locations, which are routed to hotspots. A
preliminary version of the model was presented in [39].

In accordance with our assumptions, hotspots are placed on
the map as static nodes. Initially, Danger Movement randomly
places holders over the map. The latter can then walk over the
map at fixed or random (bounded) speeds.

Start

Random walk
(RWP)

At home
(not alarmed)

Walk
to CP

Stranded
(SOS)

Safe
at CP

w
alkP

rob

prewarnedProb

walkTime
selfwarnedProb

warning receivedspontaneous alarm
(selfwarnedProb)

warning receivedend of scenario no path
to CP

Fig. 1. Danger Movement : state (sub-models) diagram of a holder

Holders running Danger Movement may be aware or not
of the crisis situation. We denote alarmed a holder aware of
the situation. Four cases are possible for a holder in Danger
Movement: (1) he/she is alarmed from the beginning; (2)
he/she spontaneously realizes the situation during simulation;
(3) the holder is warned by another alarmed holder; (4) the
holder is never alarmed.

The map is known by all holders. Therefore, they are always
able to find the shortest off-disaster path to any CP. However,
holders have only knowledge of an accident provided they
have seen it or another holder informed them of it. Upon
having knowledge of a new accident, a holder may recompute
his/her current path. Note that an alarmed holder may become
stranded if there are no more accessible paths left towards
his/her target CP.

Once arrived to the target CP, holders stop moving and,
after transmitting all their data to the hotspot (if the CP is a
hotspot), they disable their interfaces.

Figure 1 describes the different states of a holder, depending
on its awareness and whether he/she is at home, walking
outside or “stranded” by accidents. Notice that, in order to
ensure that simulations based on Danger Movement finish, it
is not required that all holders reach the safe state. Once a
given defined percentage of holders are safe, all remaining
holders become stranded ones.

The probabilities prewarnedProb and walkProb respec-
tively concern the probability that a holder is alarmed
from the beginning of the simulation (case 1) and that
he/she starts walking without being alarmed (case 3). The
selfwarnedProb is the probability, every 1/10 s, for a non-
alarmed holder to become spontaneously alarmed (case 2).

C. Protocols and Messages

As explained, every holder’s interface runs a DTN router.
However, since all geolocation data should be directed to
hotspots, applying “complex” DTN protocols would be unfea-
sible in such a disaster context. Furthermore, the size of the
messages is very small and those with old information should



be dropped. Therefore, we have chosen to apply and adapt the
simple and well-known DTN protocols Epidemic and Spray
and Wait (see Section II).

Three message types are used by the protocols:

• geolocation: contains the GPS coordinates of a holder;
• accident: the GPS coordinates of an accident;
• warning: a special message which renders alarmed those

holders who received the message.

Since every holder has a GPS receiver, it is able to build a
geolocation message at any time.

Warning messages are automatically created by already
alarmed holders while accident messages are generated by
holders when getting knowledge about an accident. When
they cross each other, holders may exchange geolocation
information about the holders and accidents of which they are
aware. Each of this information consists of a single message
whose size does not exceed 20B. However, MANET/DTN
routing protocols are usually evaluated with larger messages:
from 64B for MANETs to 100KiB for DTNs. Thus, aiming
at preventing holders from sending numerous small messages,
which would induce high network overhead, messages are
grouped into frames of a predefined maximum transmission
unit (MTU) size before being transmitted.

In order to satisfy the freshness of information requirement,
messages about persons’ geolocation must be versioned, i.e.,
timestamped. In this way, only the most recent ones (last
version) are collected and kept by holders and hotspots.
A status can also be added to each geolocation message,
giving more information about the holder (not injured, injured,
motionless victim, etc.). Our solution should, thus, ensure a
anycast routing service for versioned messages, dropping those
with old version.

As argued, we have chosen to implement both the Epidemic
and Spray and Wait DTN protocols (see Section V), adapting
them to the described disaster environment. In the case of
Spray and Wait, we adapted the Binary SnW, where every node
(holder), keeping more than one copy of a message, transmits
half of them on the next node (holder) contact.

The two protocols have been modified to deal with messages
versions: a message is automatically dropped as soon as a
more recent version is received. In the case of Spray and
Wait protocol, this message dropping may concern several
copies of the same message, independently of the number of
copies received for the new version of the message. Lastly,
a transmission delay is applied to more recent versions of
an already sent message, preventing continuous update flow
transmissions.

It is worth noting that warning and accident messages have
to be disseminated among all holders, i.e., in an epidemic
way, so that only geolocation data are affected by the protocol
choice.

Collected data are forwarded to hotspots, which periodically
synchronize themselve, keeping only last versioned data.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS – REFERENCE SCENARIO

Map Santiago Center, 29 km2

Simulated time 10000s
Walk speed constant : 1.3m s−1 (∼4.7 kmh−1)
Accidents 10, MTBA : 500 s
Number of CPs 3 | 5 | 20
of which hotspots 3
Survivors / victims 1800/200
walkProb .14
preWarnedProb .8
selfWarnedProb 10−6 at each 1/10 s-step
CP choice the nearest one
Interface (range) Wi-Fi (100m) | BlueTooth (10m)
Bitrate 250 ko s−1

MTU 1500bytes
Retransmission delay 300 s
Protocol Epidemic | Spray and Wait
Param. Spray and Wait binary, 8 copies

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Experiments were conducted on the ONE simulator [4]
using a map of the center of Santiago (29km2). CPs are placed
on real amenities, with hotspots chosen among hospitals. Both
protocols, Epidemic and Spray and Wait (Binary SnW) have
been evaluated. Firstly, we explain and define the metrics used
to evaluate these protocols. Then we describe the parameters
of the simulation testbed. Finally, some results are presented
and discussed.

A. Metrics

In order to estimate the ability/efficiency of routing proto-
cols to deliver messages, performance metrics such as packet
delivery fraction (PDF), throughput or end-to-end delay [22]
are commonly used, while protocol overhead is evaluated
through metrics of normalized routing load (NRL) [25] or
energy cost per message.

However, in a disaster scenario, it is important to deliver
only up-to-date information, discarding obsolete messages
before they can reach their final destination (a hotspot). Hence,
usual performance metrics (e.g., throughput, PDF, NRL) be-
come irrelevant or very difficult to evaluate. In our context, we
aim at gathering as much geolocation information as possible
while keeping low energy consumption. Consequently, to com-
pare the efficiency of different routing protocols, we propose
a new metric that better reflects the quantity of the accurate
geolocation information gathered on hotspots. This efficiency
metric is denote fraction of discovered holders, known by at
least one hotspot. The overhead entails by the protocols is
estimated by measuring the average number of frames sent by
a holder over the time. Note that this second metric gives an
overview of the global energy consumption of our protocol.

B. Simulation Testbed

For each parameters set, 10 simulation runs were executed.
The curves of the figures show the average values for these
runs.

Table I summarizes the parameters for our reference sce-
nario. Note that the number of convergence points can vary



between scenarios (3, 5, or 20), but the number of hotspots is
always fixed to 3.

C. Evaluation Results

We have conducted our simulations on different scenarios.
The first one is used as a reference to evaluate the impact of
the type of interfaces, routing protocols, and number of CPs
on the efficiency and energy consumption metrics.

Reference scenario: Figure 2 and the first columns of Table
II show results of the simulations, considering the parameter
set of Table I.

Firstly, we observe that all simulations stabilize within 90
minutes or less and none of them ends with a complete knowl-
edge of the position of all individuals: the best simulation
results yield a knowledge of ∼99.5% of the holders’ positions,
leaving only a dozen of holders unreachable.

Efficiency performance: Since only 3 CPs are hotspots which
collect geolocation information, in scenarios with more CPs,
device holders are statistically less likely to reach a hotspot.
Consequently, performance in terms of number of discovered
holders clearly drops as the number of CPs increases.

As expected, Wi-Fi interfaces produce better results than
BlueTooth ones. The BlueTooth’s best performance (Blue-
Tooth / Epidemic) results stand out ∼5% below Wi-Fi worst
case (Wi-Fi / SnW). Since Wi-Fi propagation range is broader,
Wi-Fi devices have a higher chance to forward their positions
to a holder moving towards a hotspot. Hence, for similar sce-
narios (same number of CPs), Wi-Fi outperforms Bluetooth,
with the difference on the number of detected holders growing
with the number of CPs. The gap is of 5% when considering
3 CPs and up to 15% with 20 CPs.

Epidemic and SnW perform similarly on BlueTooth, but
Epidemic gives slightly better results on Wi-Fi. The reason is
that Epidemic seems to be more resilient to the dispersion of
holders when the number of CPs increases: whereas both of
them acquire ∼99.5% knowledge about holder positions with
3 CPs, SnW misses ∼5% more holders position information
than Epidemic with 5 CPs, and ∼10% with 20 CPs. Such
degradation is easily explained by the bound in the number of
copies of SnW: some relevant holder relays are missed by the
protocol since there is no more copy left upon the encounter
moment.

We also observe that Epidemic discovery convergence time
takes place 10∼15min earlier than SnW one, regardless of the
number of CPs, probably because SnW messages are stuck in
the wait phase of the protocol until their respective holders
reach a hotspot.

Energy consumption: Table II shows that BlueTooth clearly
stands out with less than 30 frames sent per holder on average,
regardless of the protocol: forwarding is limited by interfaces
propagation range more than by the choice of the protocol.

However, with Wi-Fi broader propagation range, energy
consumption becomes more significant: around 20 times more
frames than BlueTooth (note the difference in scales between
the 2 figures). It also impacts the choice of the protocol since

SnW outperforms Epidemic by a factor of about three to five.
Thus, SnW significantly reduces energy consumption when
deploying Wi-Fi interfaces while keeping relatively acceptable
decrease in performance (especially with few non-hotspots
CPs). We could, therefore, consider SnW as a the best option
when deploying with Wi-Fi interfaces.

Given the low consumption of Epidemic, choosing SnW
seems rather useless With BlueTooth: both protocols can be
used interchangeably, with slightly better results for Epidemic.

From the above discussions of the results, we can say
that Wi-Fi / SnW and BlueTooth / Epidemic are interesting
tradeoffs, which will, therefore, be taken as reference in the
rest of this performance evaluation study.

Intermittent interfaces: In a crisis context, where energy
networks may be inoperative, holders who cooperate to define
a cartography of the crisis zone must take care about the
consumption of their battery-powered devices. In this context,
energy aware transmissions which rely on disabling the radio
interface for a certain duration of time, seems quite suitable.
Hence, it is important to study the impact of intermittent radio
interfaces on the propagation of our geolocation information.
To this end, we have defined an environment with intermittent
interfaces: each interface is powered up and shut down peri-
odically. On the other hand, as hotspots are not concerned by
energy issues, they always keep their radio interface active.

Since synchronization to get all wireless interfaces active
simultaneously is not realistic, we consider that holder devices
operate independently from one another. Thus, for the current
simulations, we have chosen an intermittency functioning
which is based on one of the discovery protocols of Wi-Fi
Direct2.

To circumvent the risk of having devices which are never
active at the same time, the intermittency has been imple-
mented as a pseudo-periodic process: interfaces are up for
active = 30 s, then down for a random amount of time
between minInactive = 30 s and maxInactive = 90 s, and
so on. In this way, two holder’s devices whose active time
are originally mutually exclusive will eventually be able to
communicate with each other.

Figure 3 and the second section of Table II present the
intermittency results. With a Wi-Fi interface running SnW,
intermittency has nearly no impact on the performance (num-
ber of discovered devices), whereas the average number of
messages is reduced by ∼25%. Conversely, Bluetooth per-
formance degrades due to these interruptions. The number of
messages is virtually unchanged but performance efficiency
drops. For example, with 3 hotspots, the number of missed
holders doubles from 5% to 10%.

Overall, we can conclude from the results that performance
of both protocols are similar, though slightly reduced, and
that intermittency might be useful with Wi-Fi.

2a Wi-Fi standard enabling devices to connect with each other without
requiring an infrastructure.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OF SENT MESSAGES PER HOLDER

Reference Intermittent V. Speed Random CP
Wi-Fi (WF) BlueTooth (BT) WF BT WF BT WF BT

# of CPs Epi SnW Epi SnW SnW Epi SnW Epi SnW Epi
3 684.4 126.0 26.0 15.8 90.7 13.6 139.3 86.1 120.9 59.7
5 150.6 93.7 13.4 12.1 67.8 8.2 102.4 43.1 96.9 71.3

20 123.3 46.2 6.3 5.9 29.1 3.6 47.9 11.9 58.3 48.2
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Fig. 3. Intermittent interfaces

Mobility - variable speeds, CP selection: Based on the refer-
ence scenario, we change, for the current simulation, the value
of some parameters in order to evaluate their influence on the
overall system performances. The first experiments concern
the walking speed of holders. In our reference scenario, all
mobile holders walk with a constant speed of 1.3m s−1. Only

victims or individuals unaware of the crisis remain static. On
the other hand, speed variations may have an influence on
contact occurrences and durations.

Thus, for the simulations, we considered the parameter
values of Table I except for the walk speed, that randomly
varies from 0.7m s−1 to 2.0m s−1. Figure 4 shows the results.
Except for a hardly significant improvement of convergence
time with BlueTooth / Epidemic, performances remain com-
parable: the average speed being still the same, the sets of
encountered contacts remain very similar.

However, speed variations have an impact on contact pat-
terns since irregularity in the mobility speed of holders in-
creases both disconnections and new contacts leading to more
data exchanges. Such an impact is reflected by the increase in
the number of exchanged frames, observed in the third section
of Table II.

Finally, simulations are run considering a constant speed
but mobility is modified by allowing holders to head towards
a random CP, which may not be the closest one in relation to
their current positions.

Results are presented in Figure 4 and the last section of
Table II. Performance efficiency remains quite similar with 3
CPs. However, with more CPs added, this mobility variation
yields to spectacular improvements (more than 60% better with
20 CPs and Wi-Fi / SnW). The reason for such great per-
formance improvement is that divergent holders disseminate
information among holders with different target CPs, and, thus,
mitigate holders’ dispersion.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new post-disaster ad
hoc communication architecture for collecting geolocation
information about victims and survivors. Our study focused on
efficiency and speed of information gathering as well as energy
cost in terms of number of exchanged messages. By defining a
reference scenario, we conducted several experiments on top of
the ONE simulator to assess the effect of different parameters
on the overall performance. Mobility patterns and interface
choices were revealed to have a significant impact on both
efficiency and energy consumption, whereas protocol choices
and interface intermittence have a limited (and interface-range
specific) one. Furthermore, walk speed has shown to have little
interest in the considered scenario.

Aiming at optimizing protocols routing choices, future
directions involve the study of the characteristics of dynamic
graphs built over time induced by holders encounters. In
a close future, we intend to enrich our disaster scenario
considering, for instance, larger disaster areas or adding other
participants such as vehicles, rescue teams with specific mo-
bility patterns, etc.
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